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27th February 2017 

 
Dear Parent/Carer 
 
Japanese Festival: Arrigato 
 
I have received many thanks for the Japan Festival and the International Evening.   A common thread has 
been how the children have been coming home inspired by the country and have been amazing parents with 
their knowledge and understanding of this fascinating country. To achieve the three week festival and the 
International evening takes an immense amount of planning and engagement which began last June.  Without 
the willingness of team Molescroft it just could not happen.  I am indebted to them all.  In particular I must 
thank all the members of the DIEDRE committee who start the planning for  the programme; Mr. Williams and 
Miss Johns for the fantastic organisation, coordination and leadership of the entire package including the 
passport; the school office for all the contacts and background arrangements;  the volunteers who made the 
Happis, the school kitchen for providing the catering, Mr. Morton for 1000 sushi samples and Mr. Platten 
without whose cooperation and flexibility the evening would be impossible.  Of course we thank the fabulous 
artists, dancers and musicians, Judo Coaches (thank you again Mr. Platten), cultural leads and our very 
special guests from Japan who brought the country to life for us.   

We are all grateful to our Business Sponsors: Beverley Building Society, Acklams Coaches and Lee 
Garden for ensuring that the donation requested from Parents/carers was pegged again at only £6. In 
addition I must thank all the parents and carers who so enthusiastically back the school in being able to provide 
such a monumental annual event (including the generous parent who paid double … thank you!) and of course 
most of all the children.  Once again their enthusiasm and engagement and fantastic behaviour encourages us 
to plan for another extravaganza next year.  They make it worthwhile, educationally, socially, for the good of the 
world we live in and our future citizens.   

Sadly 20% of parents chose not to contribute to the event this year.  This has never 
happened before and has led to a £500 hole in the finances.  Please do consider 
contributing if you have not done, so far.   

Without the backing of the community we cannot finance such events.   You are all aware of the increasing 
financial constraints on the school’s budget.  It is getting harder to maintain all our programmes though I am 
determined that your children will not be the first to get less than those who have gone before.  Remember the 
£6 donation goes part way to paying for all the cultural experiences your child enjoyed including Taiko 
Drumming, Bon Odori Dancing, Origami and Calligraphy workshops, Judo Lessons, a Happi to wear, Specialist 
Artists, and of course the International Evening itself.  Of course we could cover these areas of the curriculum 
in a basic manner, but by bringing the curriculum to life like this inspires your children and enhances their 
learning experience. By blocking elements of the curriculum as we do, ensures that no two weeks are alike.  
The curriculum remains fresh and alive and the inspiration to read and write is never diminished. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 

 
 
Michael Loncaster 
Head Teacher 
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